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INTRODUCTION
This joint CSDA / SMI roundtable will cover the best practices to minimize the danger of hitting
buried conduit in or below concrete. It will cover the benefits of using ground penetrating radar,
grounding the saws and drills as well as requiring operators to wear specific protective
equipment, all in an effort of prevention. For those who have not been involved with ground
penetrating radar (GPR), it might be interesting to find out how the technology can enhance the
safety of a job site. 

Skip Aston: CSDA contractors have always faced the problem of buried hazards in concrete.
Whether the hazard is forgotten railroad track that can cause damage to the diamond tool, or an
electric line that could prove fatal to the saw or drill operator, the potential for inconvenience or
tragedy can often be hidden in the concrete. 

Todd Forbush: About 10 years ago, Weldon Birch, CSDA past president, brought this topic to
the attention of CSDA when he pointed out the increased use of non-metal electric conduit being
used in new construction. Since then, there have been active discussions and efforts on the part of
the CSDA to find ways to protect operators from buried hazards.

Electricity as a buried hazard presents the most ominous potential and has been at the center of
most of the CSDA discussions on this topic. However, the cutting of a gas line could prove just as
catastrophic in the event of an explosion. Cutting a fiber-optic cable could have an impact on a
massive scale. The most prominent efforts to deal with buried hazards fall into two categories: 
1) identifying and avoiding buried hazards and 2) isolating the operator and equipment from the
hazard.

Identifying and Avoiding Buried Hazards

Skip Aston: Identifying the hazards begins with the most basic process of physically surveying
the work site. We have two documents that cover this process: a job site checklist from Holes
Incorporated and a Best Practice sheet from the Saw Manufacturers Institute of the AEM. Holes



Incorporated is very safety oriented. They have a document called a Job Safety Analysis (JSA),
which is required by the petrochemical industry. I thought enough of that document to put it on
the back of our work orders. We ask operators to fill it out if there is a reason the work cannot
progress forward. If you would like a copy of that form or the SMI document, you can request
through my email address and I will forward them.

Todd Forbush: The latest method for a more detailed job site survey is ground penetrating radar
(GPR). GPR is proving to be a more practical method for identifying potential buried hazards
compared to X-ray. Basically, GPR sends a signal into the concrete and different density items
below the surface reflect the signal at different rates. Using a GPR antenna, a signal is sent into
the concrete on a line or several lines. These reflected radar signals can be plotted on a grid to
provide an image of what lies inside the concrete. The radar signals are not hazardous, nor do
they require access from both sides of a piece of concrete. 

Isolating the Operator and Equipment from the Hazard

Skip Aston: Isolating the operator and equipment from the hazard has seen a growing effort over
the past decade. Some contractors have provided operators with non-conductive gloves and boots.
Some contractors have added fiberglass handles to their slab saws and applied various non-
conductive coatings to their saws. 

The CSDA investigated the possibility of grounding saws through special waterlines. More
recently, CSDA funded a study at the University of Toledo in Ohio for engineering students to
evaluate the problem of buried electric hazards and recommend solutions for protecting operators
from potential electric shock. 

Their recommendations involve using non-conductive materials to isolate the equipment and
operator from electric hazards. On saws, this material is recommended for use between the blade
shaft bearings and saw frame and between the saw frame and the saw handles. On core rigs, it is
recommended for use between the drill motor and the drill carriage pinion gear and the feed
handle. They also recommended coating the handles with conductive-resistant coatings. I will
now turn it over to Ben Cleary from GSSI to talk briefly about GPR. 

Ben Cleary: I do not know if you recognize GSSI. We are a ground penetrating radar
manufacturer. We have been doing this for 35 years and over the last 10 years, we have
recognized that concrete cutting companies can utilize GPR for revenue enhancements, job safety
and buried electrical conduits seem to be in the forefront. We get asked everyday to find buried
electrical conduits, pipe, voids, honeycombing, rebar, post tension cables and fiber optic lines.
But buried conduits seem to be a tricky situation for most of the concrete cutting companies on a
daily basis. GPR can help identify most conduits in concrete slabs. It can also identify steel and
plastic. The best thing to do is to ask fellow contractors if they know about GPR. In the past, it
was pretty scary to think about getting into GPR. We tried to take the tricky part out and came up
with the GPR for concrete cutting companies.  If anyone has any questions, please feel free to
contact us. And with that, I will turn it back over to Skip Aston.

Skip Aston: Thank you, Ben. I think the whole industry is going in that direction. Sooner or later
more and more concrete is going to be specified for GPR. We are getting in specs, getting it in
towns and cities. More and more people are going to be required to do the scanning before doing
any penetration. 



DISCUSSION TOPICS

Topic 1 - Identifying and Avoiding Buried Hazards:
1. What methods does your company use for hazard evaluation on job sites?
2. Do you have items not included in the Holes or SMI documents?
3. Have you been on a job where X-ray or GPR has been used? How effective have

these methods been in your experience?

Comments from the tables follow each topic.
 
Table 3: You do walk through when you go and assess the job in the beginning but that will not
tell you if there is buried conduit. Some people at our table use the services you are talking about
and the rest of us rely on job observations of the employee and training for employees. 

Table 4: We have a very nice hold-harmless agreement. There are some major issues happening
in Illinois as far as contracts go. In our contracts from general contractors and subs, there is now a
paragraph that specifically says that the contract documents include the document for the sawing
and drilling and the agreement that is between them the owner and anyone else. It specifically
excludes any documents that their people may have signed with my company, like my hold
harmless agreement and job tickets, which are out the door unless they agree that I can include it
and I have to send it ahead of time. I just had the experience where a contractor said, “I don’t
need your services anymore because I found a contractor who will do the work without making
me sign a hold-harmless agreement and will assume liability for any buried conduit.” 

Table 5: A couple of the contractors have forms for employees to complete as they walk through
the site. Other contractors do a walk through. Certainly people used GPR. On GPR versus X-ray,
X-ray takes too long to set up and is too costly because of certification. It seems to be that in very
specific instances X-ray is the better choice but the majority of the time you can get away with
using GPR. The consensus at this table was the GPR over X-ray was the preferred method.

Table 6: I think we rely on the guys with a lot of experience at our company but they know they
have to ask questions. We require our contractors to layout their own work. But there is still a
hazard to that and we recommend using GPR and the success has been nearly 100 percent. It is an
excellent tool and very reliable.

Table 7: We have the same approach. The general contractor has to sign off on a pre-hazard form
before our guys do any saw cutting. This also should be part of training the general contractor to
have it as part of his pre-job assessment that if conduit is found then the general contractor must
change his approach.   

Table 8: You can try to protect yourself as much as you want to and you are still going to get
responsibility pushed on you after the fact, even if you covered yourself in the beginning. When
you position this, it is important to have a liability waiver. It is not going to cure everything or
protect you fully but it is nice to have. 

Topic 2 - Isolating the operator and equipment from the hazard:
1. What methods has your company employed for protecting operators from

buried hazards?
2. What do you think of the methods recommended by the UT engineering

students? Do these recommendations give you other ideas for protecting the
operator?



3. These modifications will come at an added cost to the operator. Should these
items be standard from the manufacturer or as options?

Table 1: Would we pay more? Yes we would. Maybe 5 or 10 percent more. Nothing too much
more than that. Maybe restricting it to electrical saws because those are used indoors and a lot of
your problems are from that. 

Table 2: As far as doing it to one particular model, I caution manufacturers that you will have to
do it across the board or the lawyers will have a field day. It is all or nothing. The other issue is
then to educate the changes in maintenance issues that may or may not have to be done to
maintain this and make sure the protection layers are in place.

Table 3: We supply more PPE’s including fiberglass handles on their saws at $32.50 a pair; die
electric boots and gloves and knee high boots which can be purchased at $75.00 a pair. As far as
the university findings, one guy at our table liked the blade shaft isolator. The items that
manufacturers are looking to should be standard and we don’t want to pay anymore because the Y
generation can come to work with their dog, have Fridays off and do more, better and faster.

Table 4: Yes, we would pay more for the saw. It is a great idea. If you have to ask yourself if you
don’t put it on there and an employee gets hurt then you really are going to be in trouble. We
need to make sure there are kits to put on the old saws otherwise there will be a problem there
too. We use the fiber glass handles and die electric boots but that’s just not true about electric
saws. There are lines everywhere and you are going to hit them no matter where you are. 

Table 5: We think it’s a great idea especially kits for existing equipment.

Table 6: You are never going to eliminate this hazard – it’s always going to be there. I think it is
a matter of pushing it back on the general contractor for responsibility. If everybody has to play
on the same field, it is going to add cost for everybody. One thing I was thinking of was, if we
isolate between the carriage and the drill, the danger would come up because then the drill head
could be alive, but, as long as it is still electrically connected to the post, the post is still
connected to the concrete and that would be a path to the ground. So I don’t know about the part
in the spacer from an electrical point of view. 

Glenn Purdue: I don’t really want to come down too hard on this. If I were a manufacturer, I
would have a couple of thoughts. My first level of action would be what should I do with my
product to make it a safe product? Second level is what must I do to avoid a jury telling me I have
wrongfully killed or injured an operator? I understand you cannot come up with a perfect cure for
product liability. But if I am a plaintiff’s lawyer, how many years have I been plugging in my
drill with no ground wire?  As a juror, I am going to have a hard time understanding with this
increased exposure with non-metallic conduit why you guys don’t do this. How hard is it to
insulate to some degree? As a manufacturer, I would think that as soon as one of my competitors
comes out with a retro-kit or a new product that is well insulated, that reduces the risk, and mine
isn’t, then I am pretty scared. I think the question should not be are you willing to pay more for a
retro-kit or drill, the real topic should be how to work it into the price schedule cause it’s coming.
I am surprised by the conversation.

Skip Aston: Our goal here is to let you know that there is a discussion about how to make saws a
little safer, if the manufacturers make some changes, it is not going to eliminate the contractors
responsibility to make their operators as safe as possible. 
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